
Week3

Getting Acquainted



• Vocabulary

• Personal information

• Reading 

• Who uses English?



1. nationality(n)= the legal right of belonging to a particular 
nation

2. birthplace(n)= the house or area where a person was 
born.

3. hometown(n)= the place where you were born

4. financial(adj.)=  connected with money

5. automotive(adj.)= connected with motor vehicles

6. raise(v)= to care for a child until it is able to take care of 
itself



7. (n.)   the way in which the language is 
pronounced   

8. (v.)   to give something to someone

p _ _ n _ _ _ _ _ t _ _ _

p _ _ _ i _ _ 



9. (n.)  someone whose job is to take tourists to a place

10 (n.) a person who studies a subject in detail in order 
to discover new facts or ideas

g_ _d _

r_ s _ _ _c _ _ _



Complete the sentences with the given words in the box

nationality           financial         hometown            provide        
researcher 

1. David is from America. His ___________ is American.

2. The _____________ announce the facts from their 
study in the conference.

3. Ms. Lim __________  her money to the poor children.

4. Mr. Kim is a ___________ manager. He is in charge of 
company money.

5. Linda was born in London. It is her ___________. 

















1. Please say hello to Julio Cueva from Peru.

2. My friend Mr. Lee is a computer programmer from 
Korea.

3. He is Brazilian, and his birthday is in October.

4. My classmate Ms. Silva is twenty-six years old.

5. Miss Wang teaches Chinese to college students.

6. This morning John met his friend Mr. Abe.

7. When I travel, I need to use English.





1. integrity (noun)          =  completeness

ความสมบรูณ์

2. fraudulent (adjective)  =  dishonest

หลอกหลวง 

3. loquacious (adjective) =  talkative

ช่างพดู

4. peril (noun)                   =   danger

อนัตราย

5. torment (verb)             =   torture

ทรมาน
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